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About This Game

Teru Teru Bouzu, with the mysterious ability to clear the rain, journeys though the world in this 3D adventure game.
Why is it always raining in this magical world?

Solve the mystery by using the mysterious ability to clear the rain while riding rainbows to explore this magical world.

 Features

First prize winner at GFF Awards 2017.

Simple controls, with only two buttons: "jump", and "power".

Feel exhilarated as you clear the rain by using the "power" command.

Enjoy speeding on the rainbows after the rain clears.

Three beautiful stages based on the colors of the rainbow.

Green, blue, and light blue stage: Feel a rich sense of nature in the pouring rain of the marshland stage.

Red, yellow, and orange stage: Drifting fall leaves in this stage gives an autumnal feel.

Purple stage: Glide through space with pods of whales and manta rays in this magical stage.
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short but verry nice and fun :). Simple, pretty, and easy enough for a child.
This game is pretty good value for an adult, and would be great value for a child.
Simple puzzles, pretty rainbows and butterflies and clouds.
It is so G-rated that you will feel like floating.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IfZgIDe9ELM. Lovely platformer\/adventure game, beautiful & relaxing. Light puzzles and no talking does
mean it's on the shorter side. No problem with gamepad or keyboard, controls cannot be remapped and desktop resolution is
used. Great for unwinding after a long day!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BmbBmCR8Zh8
Cheap game that isn't trash or an asset flip? Miracles never cease.
@Devs. Please consider adding a few steam achievements? :). This is a good soothing short game for your break to just relax,
chill and plan for your next mayhem in some Shooting games you gonna do later after this game.. Very short and very beautiful.
Sometimes camera and controllers are irritating (last level), because you can't evaluate the distance correctly.. it's art, but not
really a game. visually and aesthetically pleasing. Rainbow step consists of gorgeous visuals and music, with each consecutive
level outdoing the previous one.
Its a peaceful, cute relaxing experience where you guide a cute little yoko-taro looking guy around to undo all the damage the
rain has caused. You transform already good looking environments into gorgeous ones.

Rainbow Step is a cute 30-40 minute experience, with 3 levels for 3$; definitely worth the price of admission.
The game runs solid and has full controller support.

Highly recommend for a relaxing time! :D
. A very short, yet very relaxing game.

The controls are simple, the colors breath-taking, the design simplistic yet elegant.

Finally the soundtrack. The sonudrtrack for this game goes perfectly with the calm athmosphere.

This is a great came to just sit down in front of, for an hour (or less), and enjoy the calming melodies as you awaken the World
around you.
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Rainbow Step is an incredibly simplistic, relaxing, enjoyable half hour experience. The game seems to take some influences
from Journey and Abzu as far as its pacing and somewhat ethereal settings. While what you see in Rainbow Step is immersive
and has a variety of effects (water you have to jump over, flowers sprouting beneath your feet, rain falling from above, etc...)
the locales are extremely limited. You see only 2 locations in this game, one being a rainy forest type area and the second being
a surreal area with pink and purple hues and various aquatic life swimming above you through the air.

I had fun exploring the areas and did find myself just staring off at the horizon pretty often taking in the views that the game
provides, however I also was starting to become quite fatigued with the repetitive "rainbow riding" effect that transports you
from one area to the other. This is cool the first few times, but when the game is still insisting on the same effect (always with
the exact same "WOOOOOOOOOOOOP" sound effect as you ride along) at the end of the game as it was at the start I started
to find it was getting a bit tiresome. You can't control the character at all while you are riding on the rainbows, which would
have made them a little more fun than just watching the character glide along to the next area of the level.

The only character actions you have on Rainbow Step are walk, jump, and a ping which activates various triggers to open doors.
Rainbow Step has no collectibles or much of anything to see beyond its mostly linear format. You can wander around behind
certain objects and down separate paths, but you will never find anything tucked away outside of the next very simplistic puzzle
to complete. One puzzle consisted of little more than walking up to a few scattered buttons and pressing the activate button (a
sort of twirl \/ ping that the strange player character does) until you happen to press the activate button on the ones required to
progress. There is no indication which of the buttons will work and which won't, and consisted of just "trying it on all of them"
which was kind of bogus. There is very little thought required to complete any of the puzzles and I was never stumped to find a
solution.

The game may unlock an extra feature after completing it, but I wouldn't know as the game completely crashed during its end
credits.

Rainbow Step is a very leisurely (and limited) experience, however I did enjoy its very brief playtime. The game does a good
job of creating a reflective, introspective atmosphere but its scant playtime and shallow gameplay are things to take into
consideration. If you're looking for a carefree, relaxing experience give it a go but I would suggest snagging it on sale as it's one
of the shortest games I have ever played.. Beautiful game, so relaxing to play. Its so colourful and pretty even if a little short. I'd
love to see it expanded on, maybe a few more levels would be amazing but for what I paid and the fun I had playing it; its
definately worth it.
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